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Senator designs and
manufactures innovative
furniture for workspaces.
Task and Multi-purpose seating,
desking systems, tables, storage
– Senator’s wide range of options
matches the greater demands of
today’s workspaces. Senator also
offers Settings™ workspace analysis
and planning. The unifying factor
is intelligent design, executed by
a mix of craft skills and advanced
production technology.

Allermuir creates contemporary
furniture for the leisure and
corporate sectors.
Allermuir’s creative influence can
be seen in public spaces, reception
areas, breakout zones, bars, cafes
and restaurants all over the world.
Frequently collaborating with
world-class designers, Allermuir
makes sure quality is consistently
high by bringing all products to
life with its own manufacturing
facilities.
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Torasen offers simple but very
clever, cost conscious furniture.
Product ranges include task
seating, multi-purpose seating,
reception seating, desking
and storage to meet the most
challenging budgets and
timescales.
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COLLECTION
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Innovation Underpinned By Beauty
The Senator ethos is founded on
understanding the workplace in all its
variations, and how people use and
occupy the space.
To stay ahead of these ever-evolving
dynamics, they combine their own
knowledge with the insights of workplace
consultants, academics and analysts.
The results of this approach can be seen
in solutions all over the world.
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i-Workchair
THE ART OF MOVEMENT

TASK SEATING
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WRK360FD

WRK360FD

4D Arms / Headrest

4D Arms / Headrest

i-Workchair has the ability to replicate a wide range
of movements with ease and comfort. Utilising a new
generation of synchronised tilt action, i-Workchair
mirrors the body’s natural pivot points, providing
a seamless transition between upright and reclined
postures.

Although we may think we sit still at our desks, we
actually move more than we realise. The back of the
i-Workchair has the ability to flex and move even
when in a locked position, as well as supporting a level
of sideways and rotational actions that facilitate good
spinal health as we sit and work.

Design by
Justus Kolberg
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TASK SEATING
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WRK240FD

WRK140FD

4D Arms / Black Components

i-Workchair
THE ART OF MOVEMENT

Utilizing a multi layered approach i-Workchair
features a 3D perforated cut foam structure encased
in two layers of elastomeric knitted fabric. This
optimizes comfort while allowing excess heat to vent
away from the back muscles, reducing fatigue.
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4D Arms / Graphite Components

Design by
Justus Kolberg

As we move our back, our arms move with us and
it is this fluid motion that inspired the design of
i-Workchair. The chair’s central column and arms are
joined through an innovative aluminium bridge. This
then connects to flexible mounting bushes that allow
the back a higher range of flexibility.
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TASK SEATING
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Evolve

TASK SEATING, REINVENTED

TASK SEATING
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EV2640HA

EV2740HA

With its ergonomically contoured back construction,
flexible movement and lumbar adjustment, Evolve
offers a level of comfort and support that is
unsurpassed.

Evolve incorporates a new advanced synchronised
mechanism with enhanced geometry, that ensures the
motion of the chair will mirror the natural pivot of
the body throughout its range of movement.

Fully Upholstered /
Height Adjustable Arms

Airflow Back Mesh /
Height Adjustable Arms
Design by
Paul Brooks
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TASK SEATING
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Ousby

CONFIDENCE WITHOUT EGO

TASK SEATING
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OUS740HA

OUS740HA

Designed using flexible, durable and sustainable
materials that respond to your movements, Ousby is an
organically shaped seating range that provides comfort
and support throughout the day, whatever the task.

Offering a contoured mesh back, Ousby features
an adjustable integrated lumbar as standard. Its
multi-functional arms accommodate varied tasks
and user preferences. Ousby also features a dynamic
synchronised mechanism with quick tension
adjustment and back locking in 5 positions.

Height Adjustable Arms /
Graphite Components

Height Adjustable Arms /
Black Components
Design by
Senator
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TASK SEATING
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FLX740HA

FLX740HA

Freeflex provides a clever and adaptable solution
to support the user’s movements in their working
environment. Flexibility is central to the design of
Freeflex, giving the user the freedom to make simple
adjustments; to their seat height, seat depth and back
height to achieve ultimate comfort.

In designing Freeflex, special attention was paid to the
user’s natural pivot points, where they flex and where
they don’t. This inspired the development of a dynamic
weight balancing tilting action along with an articulated
flexing back that intuitively encourages movement,
while providing proper support in all positions.

Height Adjustable Arms

Freeflex

I LIKE THE WAY YOU MOVE
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Height Adjustable Arms

Design by
Justus Kolberg
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Freeflex

I LIKE THE WAY YOU MOVE

TASK SEATING
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Design by
Justus Kolberg
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Clipper

BEND ME, SHAPE ME

TASK SEATING
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CL740HA

CL740HA

Clipper can be finished in one of six mesh back
options, from the traditional neutrals to a palette of
vibrant colours. Combined with Black or Light Grey
components, an option for a Polished Aluminium
base and infinite upholstery choices, Clipper can be
customised to suit any style.

The Clipper task chair delivers fantastic comfort
with simple elegant styling. However, it is capable of
providing a comprehensive suite of adjustments
and features a dynamic synchronised
tilt action.

Height Adjustable Arms

Height Adjustable Arms / Lumbar

Design by
Senator
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TASK SEATING
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ECF740HA

ECF740HA

A minimal masterpiece, combining a clean understated
aesthetic design with outstanding functional flexibility.
It’s stylish, light and built with sustainability in mind, so
it makes an impact on any interior without making an
unnecessary impact on the environment.

You feel at home in an Ecoflex because it’s designed
to fit around you. You can adjust everything from seat
depth to lower back support with simple, intuitive
controls. Plus, a rotational four stage travel limiter helps
you maintain the open, fluid action of the chair
- a feature that has recognised back health benefits.

Height Adjustable Arms

Ecoflex
LESS IS MORE
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Height Adjustable Arms

Design by
Justus Kolberg
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Ecoflex
LESS IS MORE

TASK SEATING

The variety of finish options make Ecoflex an ideal
choice when designing creative and innovative
environments. Its plastic components are available
in either light grey or black, the perfect frame for the
wide range of six back mesh colours available.

COMPENDIUM
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MULTI-PURPOSE SEATING
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RAP124G

RAP124G

Rapt exudes poise and offers a fresh alternative to the
established norms of executive seating. Created for
environments where key decisions are made, where
success happens and where extraneous distractions need
to be eliminated.

The elegant and minimalistic design also provides
exceptional comfort, featuring generous proportions
and an anatomically shaped, cushioned seat and back.
The one piece aluminium arm rest with a leather inlay
envelops the chair beautifully and creates a strong
continuous structure.

Medium Back / Four Star Base / Glides

Rapt

FOCUSED SIMPLICITY
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Medium Back / Four Star Base / Glides

Design by
Jonathan Prestwich
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MULTI-PURPOSE SEATING
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RAP125C

RAP215C

Medium Back / Five Star Base / Castors

Rapt

FOCUSED SIMPLICITY

A mind over matter approach to executive and conference
seating, Rapt is a seating solution designed to elevate the
atmosphere and empower effortless decision making.
Reflective of status, Rapt creates a prestigious presence in
a room with an equally lasting impact.
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High Back / Five Star Base / Castors

Design by
Jonathan Prestwich

Rapt is an extremely versatile family of chairs, with a
choice of back heights, mechanism and bases together
with a full range of upholstery options. The reason for
so much choice is simple, before pencil reached paper
we observed how people sit, reach, move and work to
create solutions that responded to how people interact
with their environment.
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MULTI-PURPOSE SEATING
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RAPT

An elegant and
minimalistic design
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MULTI-PURPOSE SEATING

Circo

THE ONE AND ONLY

CR4

Five Star Base / Glides
Circo is a functionally simple, light work
conference chair for ad hoc touch down working
environments. Circo has a permanent floating
action and a mesh back that morphs to support
the user. These features are suitable for both
conference and meeting environments.

CR1

Five Star Base / Castors
With a choice of upholstered or leather finishes
plus the option of an integrated tilt action, Circo
effortlessly adjusts to the way you work and the
environment you work in. It’s equally at home with
castors or glides and its mesh back is available in a
range of contemporary colours to suit your style.

Design by Justus Kolberg
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Circo

THE ONE AND ONLY

MULTI-PURPOSE SEATING
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MULTI-PURPOSE SEATING
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Rhapsody

CAREFULLY CONSIDERED

SIMPLE YET BEAUTIFUL

SY01

RH901

Split Seat and Back

Medium Back / Cantilever

Symmetry offers eco-friendly design and people
friendly ergonomics. The shell is linked to the
frame with polished aluminium castings and the
arm pads are made from a tactile soft material.

This design provides the very best in comfort and
relaxation. Its curvaceous form and cantilever back
make this chair a product of beauty to complement
the smartest of interiors.

SY03

RH900

High Back / Mono Shell

Medium Back / Five Star Base

Symmetry is a carefully considered design,
featuring a range of complementary cantilever
chairs that can be coordinated throughout an
office environment.

Rhapsody, a fully upholstered armchair is an
elegant, sumptuous design with flowing lines and
contemporary styling.

Design by Senator

Design by Paul Brooks
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MULTI-PURPOSE SEATING
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Ad-Lib

ANYTIME, ANYPLACE, ANYWHERE

ANYTIME, ANYPLACE, ANYWHERE

ADL12A

ADL1

Ad-Lib Four Leg

Ad-Lib Skid

The four leg variant of our Ad-Lib multi-purpose
seating range is an ideal meeting chair. The option
of castors offers a mobile solution and the diversity
of finish specification choices gives this chair a truly
varied palette.

Through the creation of Ad-Lib we have studied
the current and developing needs of people and
their environments. The result is a highly intelligent
structure that provides a vast scope of models and
finish options making it easy to specify.

ADL12AC

ADL8A

Ad-Lib Four Leg / Castors

Ad-Lib Cantilever / Fully Upholstered

The four leg variant with castors is seen as a general
purpose meeting chair, ideally suited to social,
training, team work and conference environments.

The stacking cantilever variant is seen as a general
purpose meeting chair suitable for longer duration
meetings. Ideally suited in meeting, team work and
conference environments.

Design by PearsonLloyd

Design by PearsonLloyd

MULTI-PURPOSE SEATING
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Ad-Lib

ANYTIME, ANYPLACE, ANYWHERE

ANYTIME, ANYPLACE, ANYWHERE

ADL14A

ADL5AD

Ad-Lib Conference / Plastic Back

Ad-Lib Stool / Plastic Back

The conference version with its four star base is seen
as a boardroom or meeting chair. The inclusion of
the dynamic yoke incorporates a free floating tilt
action and seat height adjustment which enhances the
ergonomic performance of this chair.

The stool version with its five star base and glides
provides a solution for ad hoc touch down working
environments, as well as team based project meeting
and media presentation areas.

ADL10A

ADL15D

Ad-Lib LiteWork / Fully Upholstered

Ad-Lib Stool / Upholstered Seat

Ad-Lib LiteWork multi-purpose chairs have been
designed to provide diversity, without compromising
on cost, performance or build. With changing work
styles today, more and more time is spent away from
the traditional desk and as such the role of multipurpose seating has become increasingly important.

The diversity of finish specification options together
with the upholstery options give Ad-Lib a truly
varied palette.

Design by PearsonLloyd

Design by PearsonLloyd
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Ad-Lib
SCHOLAR

MULTI-PURPOSE
MULTI-PURPOSE
SEATINGSEATING
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MULTI-PURPOSE SEATING
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Ad-Lib Work Lounge
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Ad-Lib Scholar

WORK, REST, PLAY

IN A CLASS OF ITS OWN

ADLWL03

ADLED6A

Ad-Lib Work Lounge / Headrest / Castors

Ad-Lib Scholar / Castors

Ad-Lib Work Lounge has been developed as a
unique solution to enable movement, flexibility
and teamwork, breaking away from the static
environments of traditional work settings. Described
as a ‘mobile soft seat’, it is designed for collaborative
work spaces, enabling the user to move location easily.
Writing tablet is optional.

The addition of the Scholar version to the Ad-Lib
family recognises the changing nature of learning
environments. The orbital foldaway tablet is a key
element of this flexibility whilst the under seat
storage tray and drink holder complete the holistic
solution.

ADLWL02

ADLED1

Ad-Lib Work Lounge / Glides

Ad-Lib Scholar / Castors

When creating Work Lounge, PearsonLloyd
evolved the design, introducing a new construction
methodology that has significantly reduced the use of
PU foams. This has resulted in a light environmental
footprint for this type of product.

Offering functional versatility, the Ad-Lib
Scholar can come in a range of solutions,
featured with and without arms, the perfect
partner for changing environments.

Design by PearsonLloyd
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MULTI-PURPOSE SEATING
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Trillipse
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Trillipse

THE TRUE ORIGINAL

THE TRUE ORIGINAL

T117A

T104A

Trillipse Motion

Trillipse Four Leg

Trillipse includes a host of options to enhance its
versatility. The Motion model adds castors to the base
frame, making the chair ideally suited to the educational
sector and training rooms.

Trillipse is the original multi-purpose chair family. It is
the scale, comfort and uncompromising build quality
that has ensured the continued success of this range.
The four leg variant was developed as a general
purpose meeting chair.

T105A

T114A

Trillipse Cantilever

Trillipse Four Leg

The Cantilever version of Trillipse further enhances
the range and delivers fantastic comfort thanks to its
triliptical cantilever frame.

Trillipse is the original multi-purpose chair family. It is
the scale, comfort and uncompromising build quality
that has ensured the continued success of this range.
The four leg variant was developed as a general
purpose meeting chair.

Design by Paul Brooks

Design by Paul Brooks
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MULTI-PURPOSE SEATING
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MULTI-PURPOSE SEATING

Zenith
ELEMENTARY

ZE2A

Fully Upholstered / Oak Veneer arms
Superbly crisp and refined, Zenith is a meeting
and conference chair design with the best in
comfort and flexibility. Essentially it is a four
legged stacking chair designed with multiple arm
and backrest material configurations. Oak Veneer
arms are optional.

ZE1A

Plastic Back / With Arms
With a design that is so fundamentally simple it is the
meticulous attention to detail that sets Zenith apart.
The strict formality of its angular styling belie the
inherent comfort it delivers.

Design by Martin Ballendat

COMPENDIUM
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MULTI-PURPOSE SEATING

Elios

HIDDEN DEPTHS

HD405A

Wire Skid Frame / Arms
Elios is a range of slender and versatile chairs that
are equally at home in meeting rooms, seminar and
conference facilities, training rooms or restaurants.

HD405

Wire Skid Frame
Elios is a high density stacking chair that fits comfortably
through a standard doorway with up to 40 non-upholstered
chairs on a trolley and 12 freestanding. This steel wire framed
chair is available with or without arms.

Design by Paul Brooks
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MULTI-PURPOSE SEATING

Jonny

HERE’S JONNY

JNY01A

Four leg Chair / Arms
An ideal seating solution for both corporate and
education environments, Jonny is an inspiring multipurpose family that provides exceptional comfort
through a sophisticated minimalist aesthetic and
generous sit.

JNY01

Four Leg / Glides
A simple, cost effective and well-engineered stacking
chair solution, Jonny encourages collaboration
through its responsive, open design that supports
a multitude of postures and environments. Jonny
promotes natural movement allowing the user the
ability to interact and focus on the task in hand.

Design by Senator

COMPENDIUM
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IT JUST GOT BETTER
Created with collaboration and versatility in
mind, the Ad-Lib Table collection designed by
PearsonLloyd, now offers an even wider range
of finishes and configurations.
Designed to support small impromptu
gatherings or larger group meetings, power,
HDMI and powered USB outlets are
conveniently located under the desk surface and
accessed through an easily removable polished
acrylic cable access tray.
The tables also now feature an innovative tech
knit sock that acts as cable management.

Ad-Lib
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TABLES
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Ad-Lib Tables
Looking at how people work, the Ad-Lib range has evolved and now
offers new top shapes and sizes. With technology at the forefront of
the design; power, AV and USB outlets are conveniently located and
accessed through an easily removable cable access tray.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
When working in collaboration, it is often
necessary for conversations to take place
away from the desk. Small but dedicated
areas like this provide an informal space
for short meetings, making efficient use of
a space.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
The nature of the space drives its use.
A formal meeting area will encourage
more structured presentations, a
larger meeting space with integrated
power enables participants to charge
devices and interact throughout.
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TABLES
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Ad-Lib Tables
Ad-Lib Work Lounge tables are the latest addition to the Ad-Lib range,
created using softer lines to enhance visual communication and remove
the barriers to workflow.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
Simple details can greatly influence
the tone of a meeting. Subtle curves
in a table can add informality to put
people at ease. A central column eases
leg comfort and easy access to power
minimises disruptions.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
The right mixture of resources can
create a communal space ideal for
brainstorming or quick fire sharing
of thoughts. This zone makes it easy
to jot down and share ideas between
colleagues.
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TABLES
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Pivot
Pivot tables actively adapt and change with the needs of today’s
training, meeting and conference environments. Pivot tables allow for
individual use, small groups and can be reconfigured easily with its
one touch release mechanism, into larger more diverse configurations
and function layouts.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
The U shape setup is well suited to
training environments as it creates a
relaxed space that allows the presenter
to engage with the audience.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
In a learning setting the focus is almost
always on the presenter, usually with
little interaction required. This space
should be suitably comfortable for
reasonable periods of time to keep the
audience engaged.
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Axis
Axis is an innovative and functional table system. Designed around a
patented hinge, the table frame folds within its own length for ease
of reconfiguration, storage and transportation.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
Conference rooms and meeting rooms
need not be traditional in layout. By
changing the angles of a meeting
table, you can improve the visual
lines of communication to improve
collaboration.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
This is the traditional layout for
learning and training environments,
where the focus is on the presenter
and not the other members in the
audience. Work surfaces should be
generous enough to support more
than one device.
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TABLES
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Chameleon
Chameleon is a simple but elegant table system. The uncluttered
detailing allows the tables to be used either individually or arranged
to suit a wide range of different spatial and functional requirements.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
A U configuration shape setup is well
suited to training environments as it
creates a relaxed space that allows the
presenter to engage with the audience.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
A formal layout sets the tone of a
meeting. One person leads and invites
others to comment. Multimedia
and white boards can be close at
hand for professional and engaging
presentations.
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TABLES
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Play
The Play meeting table has an elegant poise with its slimline leg and
oversized levelling adjuster. Its visual lightness masks the table’s strength.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
When working in collaboration, it is
often necessary for conversations to
take place away from the desk. Small
but dedicated areas like this provide
an informal space for short meetings,
making efficient use of a space.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
The right mixture of resources can
create a communal space ideal for
brainstorming or quick fire sharing
of thoughts. This zone makes it easy
to jot down and share ideas between
colleagues.
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Pailo

BRINGING WORK, HOME
As we continually move towards the desire for
a more domestic working environment, Pailo
provides a softer approach to the more formal
bench desking systems that explores new ways to
introduce fabric into the workplace. The range
incorporates single and back to back desks as
well as multiple project tables to suit both
formal and informal working styles.
For keeping personal belongings off the floor
and close to hand, Pailo includes the optional
addition of a suspended wire caddy, providing
an easily accessible space with multiple shelves.
Pailo’s cloud screens create a place to pin ideas
or notes to remember, mounting directly to the
understructure of the desk to give the illusion
that they are free floating.
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Pailo
Pailo provides a softer approach to the more formal bench desking
systems that explores new ways to introduce fabric into the workplace.
The range incorporates single and back to back desks as well as
multiple project tables to suit both formal and informal working styles.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
For keeping personal belongings off the
floor and close to hand, Pailo includes
the optional addition of a suspended wire
caddy, providing an easily accessible space
with multiple shelves.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
Pailo’s cloud screens create a place
to pin ideas or notes to remember,
mounting directly to the understructure
of the desk to give the illusion that they
are free floating.
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Orb
Orb allows instant ad-hoc configurations between co-workers that
can often prove the most insightful. Creating a structure to a space
that fosters a fluid working style and an environment that encourages
movement and interaction is fundamentally important.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
This is an alternative variation of a
four person desk system for employees
that will be based at the desk around
8 hours a day. A change in desk shape
can help make the space more visually
interesting.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
Areas that support solo and team
working often benefit from a breakout
space close to hand. Encouraging a
change of posture when working has
been known to improve productivity
and help with focus.
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MODERN ENVIRONMENT
The Chemistry range of workstations has been
developed for modern working environments.
Chemistry creates a stylish yet flexible solution
that improves productivity and facilitates
diversity for individuals and teams.
Chemistry Workstations can be configured as
individual desks or as bench solutions that share
components, allowing for the integration of
partitions that form touch down workstations or
meeting spaces.
The range incorporates two leg styles and the
ability to integrate sliding tops for ease of access
to integrated cable management.

Chemistry
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Chemistry
The Chemistry range of workstations have been developed for
modern working and learning environments. Chemistry creates a
stylish yet flexible solution which improves productivity and facilitates
diversity for individuals and teams.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
This two person bank of desks is an
ideal supervisory workspace for an
open plan office or library. Set away
from the main clusters with plenty of
personal storage for filing and screens
for focus.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
Private offices can also be flexible
spaces, the addition of a seating area
allows quick meetings to take place
if required. In the absence of the
occupant another manager may make
use of the space.
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Chemistry
Chemistry Meeting Tables share the same frame as Chemistry
Workstations for a consistent design aesthetic. Options for in desk
power and cable management provide practical features.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
In touch down areas, communal
storage can be used as a place to
hold personal belongings temporarily
as well as resources that are less
frequently accessed.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
A flexible space that supports all
types of nomadic workers, this split
workstation allows users to either work
from a laptop or log on and connect
through a fixed computer.
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REACHING NEW HEIGHTS
Height adjustable desks have been widely
recognised as an aid to employee wellbeing
and productivity. Chemistry workstations
designed to fully interact with the user, whether
that be seated or standing, height adjustable
desks permit the user to quickly set their
optimum working height by means of a manual
adjustment or responsive push button electronic
mechanism.

Chemistry
Height Adjustable
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Chemistry
Chemistry features a back to back height adjustable bench leg option that
allows the user to quickly set their optimum working height by means of a
responsive manual adjustment or via a push button electronic mechanism.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
Height adjustable desking can be
beneficial as studies have shown
a change in posture can aid
concentration. Pull out storage can
also offer additional privacy in an
area like this.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
Height adjustable workstations create
an area that supports laptop users and
can be easily adjusted to suit individual
preferences, ideal for those using the
space for a short period of time.
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Chemistry
Chemistry incorporates a height adjustable workstation solution allowing
the user the option to vary their posture and stand whilst working.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
A combination of height adjustable
desking and meeting tables is an ideal
set-up for open spaces, where a range
of postural requirements need to be
catered for.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
Single height adjustable desks can create
inline set ups, where space requirements
may be narrow or limited.
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UNDER COVER
A complement to Chemistry desking, Canopy’s
fabric covered panels with optional tech
knit pockets can be used to pin and store
inspirational materials. A magnetic dry wipe
board both inside and outside makes clever use
of the space.
Chemistry Canopy encourages and supports
both times of concentration and of private
conversation. Great consideration was given to
the acoustic properties of Canopy, offered in a
selection of acoustically tested fabrics to assist
with the levels of reverberation. Ensuring noise
levels are minimised for both an individual
sitting alone, or for a colleague of co-worker to
work alongside during ad-hoc meetings, without
distraction to others.

Canopy
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Crossover
Crossover is based around a pair of horizontal beams which provide a
robust structure and a continuous fixing method for all furniture elements.
Legs, screens, wire management, work surfaces and accessories can be
attached at any point along the beams regardless of desk module.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
Private offices can also be flexible
spaces, the addition of a desk return
allows quick meetings to take place
if required. In the absence of the
occupant another manager may make
use of the space.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
A six person cluster with some personal
storage is one of the most typical set ups
found in open plan offices. With only a
small amount of screening there is not
too much division between colleagues,
encouraging some social interaction.
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Core
Core is a versatile desk system with a fresh, clean aesthetic based
around a horizontal beam construction, which provides structure
and rigidity and allows for the fixing of the various system elements.
The flexibility designed into the system allows Core to provide a
comprehensive range of different applications.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
This two person bank of desks is an
ideal supervisory workspace for an open
plan office. Set away from the main
clusters with personal storage for filing
of confidential information and screens
for focus.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
A four person cluster with some personal
storage is often found in open plan
working environments. Screening helps
to manage acoustics without disrupting
communication and collaboration.
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Jigsaw
Jigsaw is designed to provide a truly flexible cost effective solution for any
office application or task. Key to the system is the rigid beam which allows
almost limitless shared configurations and extremely simple installation.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
This two person bank of desks is an
ideal supervisory workspace for an open
plan office. Set away from the main
clusters with personal storage for filing
of confidential information and screens
for focus.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
This three person configuration provides
an alternative and interesting layout
for employees based at a desk for long
periods of time. The use of screens and
personal storage creates individual ‘me’
space.
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Storage
Storage has become more than just a place to store paperwork or
keep personal effects, it has become a method of creating division
within a space. Developed in a different way to the traditional filing
systems, our storage collection responds to the changing requirements
of storage systems and privacy needs.   

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
The printer area is an essential part
of the office that can often cause
distraction. By creating a central hub
it gives a cleaner aesthetic to the office
that can also act as an acoustic aid.
By adding a shared work table and
storage for resources, the area has
become more functional.

EXAMPLE
CONFIGURATION
The back of storage in
communal areas should not be
overlooked, it divides the space
well and by adding fabric or
whiteboard panels it can be used
be in meetings or for pinning
ideas up.
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Storage
Senator Storage supports a wide range of resources that is
complementary to the design of any space. Open shelves, flipper
units, pull-out towers and filing cabinets are just a few products in a
vast selection of units available that vary in size and function.

EXAMPLE
CONFIGURATION
A storage wall is a good way to
partition the space in reception and
waiting areas, the display or library
area can be used to decorate the
space and the shared storage can be
easily accessed.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
In hot desking areas, communal
storage can be used as a place to hold
personal belongings temporarily as well
as resources that are less frequently
accessed.
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Storage & Screens
With a variety of sizes, product options and finishes available,
Universal Storage is a perfect complement to our full range of
workplace solutions. Screens can be freestanding or mounted to
workstations to enable personal privacy.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
Pull out storage is a good way to stow
away personal items conveniently as
well as for keeping reference material
close by and off the desk area. When
pulled out this storage can also
provide a screening function.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
Sliding door storage is often used if a
business is paper heavy and requires
more files than would be possible in a
pedestal to be kept close to hand for
reference purposes.
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Mote
Mote has been designed to provide a holistic solution when designing
dynamic environments. Created as a complete lounge seating range,
no detail is an afterthought, with every inch having been given careful
consideration to eliminate dead space.

MOTE SHARE
Mote’s holistic approach to designing
dynamic environments lends itself
perfectly to creating a space to share
ideas and source new ones. This
configuration, along with its acoustic
properties offers an informal classroom,
meeting or presenting space that’s
protected from the surrounding space.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
The Mote Sofa Systems offer the perfect
space to break away from the office,
host guests in an informal setting or
offer an informal work space. In offices
with space considerations, additional,
power connected work stations can be
installed at the back, making furniture
work harder and smarter for demanding
environments.
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Mote Storage
Mote storage has been designed to complement the full range of
Mote seating. Featuring a contemporary silhouette, Mote storage
comes in three heights that share a common design language, ideal
for meeting rooms and collaborative environments.

VERSION 1
Mote storage has been designed to
complement the full range of Mote
seating. Featuring a contemporary
silhouette, Mote storage comes in three
heights that share a common design
language, ideal for meeting rooms and
collaborative environments.

VERSION 2
Low Board storage is ideal for
positioning beneath a large screen;
Sideboards and High boards are
a beautiful accompaniment to any
meeting room and all can effortlessly
house a number of multimedia
devices.
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Pods
Pods nestle and tessellate to maximize available space, allowing the
creation of a community of environments and destinations.

SOLO
Solo provides a solution
for short term desk
based environments, be
it for individual focused
work away from the
general workstation
environment or as a
temporary location
for a non desk based
employee.

Solo incorporates
a switchable task
light, desktop power
and vertical cable
management. The
increased height delivers
both additional visual
and acoustic privacy.
The 1800 high Pods
come with lights as
standard.

SOLO PLUS
Solo Plus builds upon
the functionality of
the Solo but with a
larger footprint and
wider work surface.
Solo Plus incorporates
a switchable task
light, desktop power
and vertical cable
management

The increased height
delivers both additional
visual and acoustic
privacy.

DUO
Most impromptu
meetings within the
office environment will
tend to be within small
groups, at workstations
which disrupt colleagues.
Formal meeting spaces
tend to be for larger
groups, so using these is
inefficient.

Duo provides a location
for ad-hoc, face to
face meetings and its
compact footprint
allows it to be collocated
within workstation
environments. Duo
incorporates a table
top power solution
and vertical cable
management.

QUAD
Providing a compact
stand alone meeting
solution for up to four
people, its footprint
easily allows the
Quad to be positioned
strategically. It can
be placed amongst
workspaces individually,
in clusters as a meeting
place or as a booth
seating solution.

Quad incorporates
bench seating along its
sides and a stand alone
table.
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Pods
Pods are ideal for either an individual within a desk based
environment looking for a space to focus or for teams to gather
for impromptu meetings.

TEAM WORK
Team Work provides, as its name suggests, a
structure for teams to work together. Its footprint
allows for up to six people to be accommodated.
Team Work does not include any internal
furnishings but can encapsulate freestanding
furniture solutions providing privacy to that setting.

This approach makes the Team Work Pod perhaps
the most flexible within the range. As video
conferencing and sharing of information on large
format screens, by multiple users, becomes more
commonplace in the office, Team Work is also
available with a support panel upon which to mount
a screen.

TEAM MEETING
Creating informal environments for team meetings
where groups of up to ten can meet to talk and
share, for the morning briefing, the quick brainstorm
or the afternoon coffee. The bench seating solution
and small freestanding central table support a
concept of quick discussion and resolution.

TEAM RESOURCE
Within open plan office environments it is more
common today for employees to share resources like
printers, scanners and facsimile machines. Aside
from the general ambient noise of an office it is
generally accepted that it is these kind of devices
whirring into life that provide much of the acoustic
and visual distraction of colleagues utilising them.
Team Resource provides a centralised location
for these shared resources along with storage for
consumables such as paper, cartridges and waste
solutions including recycling stations all within the
acoustic shadow of the Pod system.
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139

Pods
Looking at the changes we see happening in the workplace, the
responses to the research we have conducted and client led specials
we have developed in recent years has provided inspiration for the
development of a new family of Pods.

SOLO ABODE
A new simpler rectilinear shape that incorporates a
larger 1400mm wide x 800mm deep work surface
with full under-top cable management. the top
incorporates a scallop to allow for
a monitor arm and desk top power.

SOLO ABODE+
The increased size incorporates a 1650mm
wide x 800mm deep work surface. The entrance is
sufficient to provide DDA (wheelchair). Available
with a fixed desktop or height adjustable crank desk.

DUO ABODE
The development of a new ’T’ junction panel
allows two Solo Abode’s to be configured as one
unit, saving space and cost.

QUAD ABODE
To bring four Abodes together we have developed a
new centre ‘+’ panel. This allows the user to deploy
four Abodes in a similar space to a four man bench,
whilst the sharing of panels provides a significant
cost benefit.

Workspaces
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Pods
This new family of Pods has been developed to respond to what
people tell us they want, to facilitate how people want and need to work;
to focus as individuals or in group spaces.
The enhanced work surface size allows fixed pc’s to be used and
complies with legislation for use as a primary workspace.
The ability to deploy multi-person configurations that share panels provides
significant benefits both in terms of space utilisation but also the cost.

ENCLAVES WINDMILL
To allow multiple Enclaves to be deployed in an
open plan environment we offer two standard four
person configurations. They offer significant benefits
in terms of their space utilisation and
per head cost.

ENCLAVES 4 BACK TO BACK
The Back to Back variation of the Enclave Pods
create individual private spaces for working without
the need for additional infrastructure in open plan
environments. The upholstered panelling can
offer acoustic benefits as well softening the visual
landscape of the space.

TEAM SPACES
The new panel configurations allow us to create a
double meeting space that optimizes the interior
space available to accommodate a variety of
furniture solutions. This Pod also works effectively
as a space divider that an be deployed without
impacting on any building M&E services.

RESOURCE CORRALS
A solution for hiding away, the printer, coat racks,
recycling storage, vending machine etc.
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POWERED BY PRIVACY
CellPod provides an excellent solution when
creating privacy and collaboration spaces
within work environments. They are designed
as freestanding units and feature a structural
framework with a demountable panel system
so they are simple to install and reconfigure as
needs change within an organisation.
In addition to the standard configurations
the CellPod system can be designed and
manufactured to your own specification
providing unrivalled solutions for individuals
to work in privacy and isolation through to
comprehensive meeting room environments.
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CellPod
CellPod provides an excellent solution when creating privacy
and collaboration spaces within work environments. They are
designed as freestanding units and feature a structural framework
with a demountable panel system, so they are simple to install and
reconfigure as needs change within an organisation.
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Vee
With its simplistic, inviting form, complimented by full, sound absorbing
upholstery, as well as integrated power and under seat storage, Vee is
ideally suited for quick touchdowns or a place to re-charge. Winner of
the IDA RED Award, designed by Q Design is a perfect solution that
allows individuality and collaboration to happily co-exist.

SOLO
Each configuration is designed with you
and your space in mind. The flexibility
of the design and the space available.
The Solo offers a space to reflect and
recharge, with the opportunity to
easily share and collaborate, in a quiet,
relaxed space.

SOLO DIVIDE
A configuration that not only offers a
private, yet collaborative space to work.
The ‘S’ Style shape, with a mix of Left
and Right handed single units, can
also provide a natural acoustic barrier
and separation across any open Office
landscape.
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Talon Tables
Talon is a stunning collection of versatile laptop and occasional tables
designed to accompany soft seating in lounge or breakout areas.
The innovative delta shaped laptop table can be used alone or clustered
together for ad-hoc collaborative working. High and low occasional tables
in a variety of complementary shapes and finishes complete the range.

TALON DUO
In today’s demanding office
environments, movable work spaces
are key. The Talon Duo provides
a large enough space, that nestles
perfectly in to any setting, offering
remote and moveable work stations,
quickly and easily.

TALON SOLO
The elegant and sophisticated Talon
Solo, provides a quick, easy and beautiful
solution to moveable work station
solutions, not only that, the Talon lends
itself perfectly to Reception, Welcome
Spaces and Hospitality Settings perfectly.
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Revelation Tables

Revelation Tables

Senator’s collection of Education Tables were designed with
versatility in mind. The variety of shapes and sizes were created to
support the different learning requirements found in educational and
training environments.

After looking at how people work, communicate and interact in
learning environments, this table collection was designed with a
unique range of top shapes and sizes to create dynamic spaces.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
With such a wide scope of
configurations available including
crown theatre, trapezoidal, multiple
clusters, plectrum and rectangular to
name a few, there is something to fit
every space.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
The re-configurability encourages
the simple transition between and
creation of classroom, discussion
and group work spaces. Tables can
be specified with adjustable feet or
castors for additional manoeuvrability.

Specialist Products
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Hub

Locked

Designed to be a destination in open spaces, the unique curved
structure of Hub creates a point of visual interest within the
landscape. Naturally simplistic in its form, Hub is constructed of a
three piece structure that fits together to create a singular fluid arch.

Locked is a range of personal storage lockers designed for modern
ways of working. Door configurations are available from two doors
up to eight doors and units. Each door is supplied with 170 degree
exposed knuckle hinges for ease of access and are secured with a key
lock, and name card holders are fitted as standard. Other lock and
locker identification methods are available.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
Hub is a unique fully upholstered
meeting pod. Available as a two seat, or
as a four seat module, both come with
integral LED down lighting.

EXAMPLE CONFIGURATION
Lights are operated via an infrared
switch for ease of use which is located in
the roof. Complementary to any space,
Hub can be upholstered in a wide range
of fabrics and is available in one or a two
tone colour finish.
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Dine / Pinnacle
Dine is a range of standalone rectangular tables and benches
available in a variety of sizes and finishes designed for dining,
breakout or meeting areas.

PANEL
Where traditional benches meet
contemporary design. The Panel
Bench offers a standalone rectangular
benching system, perfectly created for
dining, break out or meeting areas.

MITRE
Compact and well-constructed, Mitre
is perfect for Breakout, Dining, Meeting
or Informal Areas where space is a
consideration. It’s neat design, adds
the opportunity to store away the seats
when the Bench isn’t being used.

DINE STEEL
The Dine Steel is a range of
rectangular tables and bench systems
that can be made bespoke to fit any
environment. The exposed steel edge,
gives the system a unique aesthetic
and can be finished to compliment
any surrounding.

PINNACLE
The A-Frame, angular exposed Steel
Frame work, offers a beautiful design
feature with both function and form.
Pinnacle offers a multi-functional
space that can fit in any Office,
Dining, Break Out or Meeting Space.
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Media Table
The AV Media Table has been developed to facilitate collaborative
working environments using laptops, tablets and smart phones,
with accessible power via a flip top unit in the desk panel.
Available in two heights and a range of finish options.
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Allermuir designs
contemporary
furniture
that defies
expectations.
—
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Chairs
—

1. QCY01

2. CS2

3. TN4

4. TN1

5. A830

6. A780

1.

2.

3-4.

5.

6.

Quincy

Casper

Tonina

Kojak

Soul

Quincy is a modern
dining or meeting
chair with an
elegant, paired
down construction
comprising
of a seamless
polyurethane shell
and four solid
hardwood legs, poised
on nylon glides.

The classic Casper
design has been
evolved to include
a new palette of
contemporary colours,
whilst maintaining
the juxtaposition of
a high gloss exterior
and matt interior. The
shell colour continues
through to Casper’s
legs for a tone on tone
effect.

This innovative
and dynamic
chair delivers a
contemporary design
that has a multitude of
possible applications
across a variety of
marketplaces. Tonina
delivers a flawless
product with fantastic
strength, which is
suitable for use both
indoors and outdoors.

Kojak utilises a
moulded one-piece
polyurethane seat
shell that appears to
seamlessly blend into
the tubular Steel legs
that carry it.

The design seeks
to embrace the
technological
possibilities of
structural injection
moulded plastics
to reinvent the
ubiquitous steel
cantilever chair. The
concept delivers a
flexing organic form
that provides true
ergonomic comfort
and support to its
user.

Kojak is a striking
collection with
universal appeal
offering comfort and
contemporary style.
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Chairs
—

1. JCR1 / JCR2

2. NU01

3. A432

4. A800

5. AXL02

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Jaicer

Nuno

Scoop

Curve

Axyl

When designing Jaicer, we
set out to create a simply
beautiful chair that was
constructed entirely from
wood. Jaicer has been
created to work across a
multitude of environments;
be it for ad hoc use in a
contemporary workplace,
or as an elegant statement
in a meeting room or café.

Born out of a desire to
approach a traditional
design typology, this multipurpose stacking chair’s
defining characteristic is
the use of the lamination
itself as a structural
component, whereby
the leg frame and the
seat are integrated and
interdependent providing
strength.

Visually minimal, Scoop is
simple, compact and clever.
Clever because each item
can stack, be it a chair,
armchair or stool. Simple
construction tubular steel
frames and pressed ply
seats with their unique
character give Scoop a
freshness over and above
existing mono shell designs
on the market.

Curve offers a high level of
comfort and shape, whilst
uncompromising on style
and function. This stacking
chair and stool have a
slender chrome wire frame
that complements the
elegant, balanced ply form,
available in both side chair
and armchair versions with
the additional option of a
high stool.

Axyl is a seating collection
offering a sophisticated
combination of
recognisable elements.
Comprising of an arm
chair and stool, Axyl
utilises a strong geometric
design language that is
entirely original yet draws
on familiar references to
create a range of highly
functional seating.
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Chairs
—

1. PH14U

2. A532Q

3. CRD01

4. A685

5. FMG103

6. FMG102

1.

2.

3.

4.

5-6.

Phoulds

Tommo

Cardita

Mollie

Famiglia

Elegance, poise and
comfort were the
words that guided the
development of Phoulds.
A meticulous joining of
two pressed plywood
shells create the chair’s
structure which is lined
with a distinctive six panel
upholstery style.

The contemporary and
intelligent design of the
Tommo range places it
easily in a host of spaces.
The fully upholstered chair
features slender upholstery
styling and twin stitch
seam detail, complemented
by an elegant skid base.

Cardita is inspired by
the beautiful leather
seats found in luxury
vintage cars. A simple
yet intelligent frame is
complemented by classic
upholstery detailing which
not only exudes opulence,
but is also exceptionally
comfortable.

Our new variants of this
popular chair retain the
classic silhouette of the
original design whilst
featuring a deeper, fuller
back support and a slightly
more generous seat width.
A luxurious and satisfying
design, Mollie is suited
to hotel and restaurant
dining, bars or corporate
environments.

The Famiglia seating
family includes a collection
of low, mid, high back and
lounge chairs that between
them offer a choice of
metal or wooden legs and
5-star bases.
The range shares a soft
geometric styling that
although contemporary in
appearance, also invites
comfort.
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Stools
—

1. CS5BS

2. A596

3. AXL04

4. A832

5. A430

6. A804

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Casper

JoJo

Axyl

Kojak

Scoop

Curve

The classic Casper
design has been
evolved to include
a new palette of
contemporary colours,
whilst maintaining
the juxtaposition of
a high gloss exterior
and matt interior. The
shell colour continues
through to Casper’s
legs for a tone on tone
effect.

JoJo is an elegant
and curvaceous stool
seat created from 3D
veneered plywood or
PU to provide one of
the most comfortable
stool seat shapes.
JoJo’s two frame
styles complement the
seat design.

Axyl is a seating
collection offering
a sophisticated
combination of
recognisable
elements. Comprising
of an arm chair and
stool, Axyl utilises
a strong geometric
design language that
is entirely original
yet draws on familiar
references to create
a range of highly
functional seating.

The design of Kojak
utilises a moulded one
piece polyurethane
seat shell that
appears to seamlessly
blend into the tubular
Steel legs that carry it.

Visually minimal,
Scoop is simple,
compact and clever.
The stools can neatly
stack together for
easy storage or
transportation making
it perfect for transient
spaces.

Curve offers a high
level of comfort
and shape, whilst
uncompromising on
style and function.
This stool has a
slender chrome
wire frame that
complements the
elegant, balanced ply
form.

Kojak is a striking
collection with
universal appeal
offering comfort and
contemporary style.
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Stools
—

1. JCR5

2. A534Q

3. A583 / A582

4. CRD03

1.

2.

3.

4.

Jaicer

Tommo

Mollie

Cardita

When designing Jaicer, we set out
to create a simply beautiful chair
that was constructed entirely from
wood. Jaicer has been created
to work across a multitude of
environments; be it for ad hoc use
in a contemporary workplace, in a
café or a refreshment area.

The contemporary and intelligent
design of the Tommo range places
it easily in a host of spaces
within corporate and hospitality
environments. The fully upholstered
chair features slender upholstery
styling and twin stitch seam detail,
complemented by a light and
elegant tubular skid base.

Our new variants of this popular
chair retain the classic silhouette
of the original design whilst
featuring a deeper, fuller back
support and a slightly more
generous seat width.

Cardita by Martin Ballendat is
inspired by the beautiful leather
seats found in luxury vintage
cars. A simple yet intelligent
frame is complemented by classic
upholstery detailing which not
only exudes opulence, but is also
exceptionally comfortable.

A luxurious and satisfying design,
Mollie is suited to dining areas or
café style environments.
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Stools
—

1. CUB02

2. FMGFS

3. PSS042L

4. A620 / A621

1.

2.

3.

4.

Qu

Famiglia

Pause

Pebble

Qu is a simple yet elegant
piece which is lightweight
and manoeuvrable. This fully
upholstered stool features
distinctive styling that enhances
the visual interest and versatility
of the product. Qu can be used in
every conceivable environment
including a contemporary
workplace or atrium.

The Famiglia seating family
includes a collection of low, mid,
high back and lounge chairs that
between them offer a choice of
metal or wooden legs and 5-star
bases.

Pause is a contemporary modular
seating system which works as
individual pieces or in modular
layouts to create waiting,
working or relaxing environments.
The range’s versatility lends
itself to a host of applications
across corporate or hospitality
environments.

Pebble is a superb seating option
for informal meeting spaces
or corporate breakout areas.
This comfortable design allows
creativity with colour and shape
as they can be nested together to
create infinite combinations.

The range shares a soft
geometric styling that although
contemporary in appearance, also
invites comfort.
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Stools
—

1. MZK

2. MZKLRS / MZKLSS

1.

2.

Mozaik

Mozaik Storage

The Mozaik seating family is made
up of three principal shapes. A
small soft square stool and soft
rectangular bench available in two
heights and a large low soft square
stool.

Mozaik Storage consists of a high
level soft square unit and a low
level soft rectangular unit. All units
begin with the same minimalist
steel frame with a fixed shelf
both top and bottom. The central
shelves of the high units can be
removed to house tall items such
as plants or vases. The low level
unit makes an ideal occasional
table for refreshments, books and
magazines.

The two heights of upholstered unit
allow for different seating styles
that in turn facilitate different
patterns of behaviour, function and
interaction.
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Soft Seating
—

1. A821

2. A641 / A642

3. A632 / A637 / A633

179

Soft Seating
—

1. FMG405

2. FMG403

3. FMGFS

4. FMG203

5. FMG304

6. FMG307

1.

2.

3.

1-6.

Lola

Open

Conic

Famiglia

Lola is a seductive, curving
and shapely, yet strong and
dependable collection. Providing
excellent comfort, Lola is perfect
for stunning reception areas or
for creating relaxing spaces in
corporate lounges or breakout
areas.

Open is an elegant and relatively
compact contemporary range
of soft seating, comprising of a
lounge chair with or without a
headrest, footstool and a large two
seat sofa. The moulded seat shells
and cushions with bull nosed edge
profile and tailored upholstery.

Conic by PearsonLloyd is a
refreshing, eye-catching and
exciting take on various conical
forms used in both contemporary
and previously explored areas
of soft seating over the decades.
Conic’s shape and form provide
excellent and inviting levels of
comfort with an almost domestic
appeal.

The Famiglia seating family includes a
collection of low, mid, high back and lounge
chairs that between them offer a choice of
metal or wooden legs and 5-star bases. The
range shares a soft geometric styling that
although contemporary in appearance, also
invites comfort.
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Soft Seating
—

183

Soft Seating
—

1. MIM01

2. VS1

3. BN1

1. JNX01

2. HNG102

4. FIFT04

4. OTT01

5. SHL02

6. SHL01

4. A750

5. OCT01

6. OCTLW01

5.

6.

Fifty Series Dandy

Octo

Octo Lounge

With distinct
references to midcentury design,
Fifty Series offers a
classically shaped
and proportioned
collection of
soft seating. The
meticulous attention
to detail, traditional
construction and
tailored upholstery
deliver a truly
stunning result.

This elegant low back
design incorporates
sofas, modular
elements, armchairs
and benches with a
complementary deep
edge coffee table.
The finesse of Octo’s
upholstery detailing,
generous proportions
and sublime comfort
sets it apart from
others in its class.

The Octo Lounge
range of sofas and
armchairs features
an elegant low back
design, fine upholstery
detailing, relaxed
cushions and wooden
legs. Octo Lounge is
ideal for collaborative
and creative spaces
in contemporary
corporate and
hospitality
environments.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5-6.

1.

2.

3.

Mimosa

Venus

Bison

Ottens

Sholes

Jinx

Henge

Mimosa is a fantastically
comfortable lounge chair.
Inspired by retro midcentury design, the quilted
seat contrasts the formality
of the structural column
base.

Venus is a versatile,
compact tub chair
providing excellent comfort
for informal and formal
meeting, conference
and dining applications.
Practical features have
been worked into the
design with flowing lines
and a refreshing profile
that enhances its visual
elegance.

Bison designed by Simon
Pengelly is a stylish and
distinctive tub chair
with characterful broad
shoulders and a compact
footprint. A slightly higher
seat and flat plane make
it a comfortable meeting
chair or lounge chair.

The Ottens rocking chair is
a generously proportioned,
fantastically comfortable
lounge chair. Constructed
using a traditional carcass
that incorporates a webbed
seat support, Ottens has
a gentle rocking base and
super soft upholstery for
ultimate comfort.

The Sholes multi-purpose
chair has been designed
specifically to support
collaborative work settings.
Its generous proportions
and wrap around back
provide excellent comfort
whichever position you
take. Optional extras
include a bag hook and
table which incorporates a
cup holder.

Jinx is a
contemporary range
of organically shaped
soft seating that
revolutionises a low
sit, capturing the
epitome of comfort
that is suitable
for a wealth of
environments.

Henge is a modern
interpretation of
the classic club and
tuxedo lounge chair, a
hybrid of organic yet
tailored shapes, with
a wedge shaped seat
that allows endless
configurations for any
space.

4.

As its name suggests,
Dandy is a range
which offers a depth
of quality that cannot
be imitated. The
family includes a sofa
and armchair that
share the same simple
proportions and deep
level comfort.

Soft Seating & Sofas
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Soft Seating
—

1. TAR405

2. TAR403

3. GR1

4. SL01

5. ORA100

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Tarry

Tarry Wood

Grainger

Stirling

Oran

The luxurious wing lounge
chair has a versatile
style that is the perfect
accompaniment to both
modern and vintage
interiors, whilst the
acoustic properties of the
seat’s wing panels make
the piece ideal for breakout
areas and executive
lounges, or hotel and
hospitality environments.

Tarry creates a feeling of
seclusion in an open space.
Designed to facilitate
private discussion or
quiet contemplation, the
intention with Tarry was
to create a collection
of lounge furniture with
precisely considered
proportions, the highest
level of comfort, superb
execution in terms of
upholstery detailing and
an innovative approach
to construction and
functionality.

Grainger is a luxurious
family of wingback
armchairs and matching
ottoman. Available as
a high and low back,
featuring exquisite
upholstery detailing
including piping and a
deep buttoned back.

Stirling’s presence is
emphasised by the robust
yet elegant floating
leg frame. Designed to
accompany the Stirling
sofa range, this table will
suit a wide range of spaces
including reception, lounge
and breakout areas across
leisure, hotel, retail and
office environments.

Characterised by the
combination of a soft
appearance and feel, with
a precise and defined
upholstery detail, Oran
is a modular sofa system
designed to work in both
workplace and hospitality
environments. The rounded
and voluminous interior of
the sofa is restrained by a
defined seam, which leads
the eye with ease around
the sofa profile.

Now including an elegant
side chair, dining chair and
stool.
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Sofas
—

1. A826

2. A644

3. ORA250

4. SLW03

1.

2.

3.

4.

Lola

Open

Oran

Stirling

Lola is a seductive, curving
and shapely, yet strong and
dependable collection. This
soft seating range has been
designed as a contemporary,
visually lighter alternative to the
linear forms typically used in
corporate environments. Providing
excellent comfort, Lola is perfect
for stunning reception areas or
for creating relaxing spaces in
libraries, lounges or breakout
areas.

Open is an elegant and relatively
compact contemporary range
of soft seating, comprising of a
lounge chair with or without a
headrest, footstool and a large two
seat sofa. The moulded seat shells
and cushions with bull nosed edge
profile and tailored upholstery,
provide great comfort, precise
shape and visual slenderness.

Characterised by the combination
of a soft appearance and feel, with
a precise and defined upholstery
detail, Oran is a modular sofa
system designed to work in
both workplace and hospitality
environments. The rounded and
voluminous interior of the sofa
is restrained by a defined seam,
which leads the eye with ease
around the sofa profile.

Stirling’s presence is emphasised
by the robust yet elegant floating
leg frame. Designed to accompany
the Stirling sofa range, this table
will suit a wide range of spaces
including reception, lounge and
breakout areas.
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Sofas
—

191

Sofas
—

6. OCTLW02
3. OCTLW02

1. PVRS975 / PVRS1300 / PVRB1300 / PVRA1300 / PVR650

2. OCT03

3. GR4

2. PVRA1300 / PVRB975 / PVRS975

4. JNX02

3. FIFT06

1.

2.

3.

4.

1-2.

3.

Octo Lounge

Octo

Grainger

Jinx

Paver

Fifty Series

The Octo Lounge range of sofas
and armchairs features an elegant
low back design, fine upholstery
detailing, relaxed cushions and
wooden legs.

This elegant low back design
incorporates sofas, modular
elements, armchairs and benches
with a complementary deep edge
coffee table. The finesse of Octo’s
upholstery detailing, generous
proportions and sublime comfort
sets it apart from others in its
class.

Grainger is a luxurious family of
wingback armchairs and matching
ottoman. Available as a high and
low back, featuring exquisite
upholstery detailing including
piping and a deep buttoned back.
Now including an elegant side
chair, dining chair and stool.

Jinx is an organically shaped
soft seating range with an
exceptional level of comfort giving
a sense of instant familiarity. The
form challenges the rectilinear
formation we have become so
accustomed to, with the soft,
fluid lines giving an architectural
freedom within a space.

Allermuir’s luxurious soft sofa
system Paver has been developed
to offer even greater versatility.
Designed as a modular family of
products, Paver can be configured
in numerous ways to create
contemporary sofas and soft
seating islands. Available in a
variety of new fabrics, paired with
a striking turned out seam that
enhances the range’s possibilities.

With distinct references to
mid-century design, Fifty Series
offers a classically shaped and
proportioned collection of soft
seating. The meticulous attention
to detail, traditional construction
and tailored upholstery deliver a
truly stunning result.

Octo Lounge is ideal for
collaborative and creative group
study spaces and breakout
environments.

Tables
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Dining & High Tables
—

1. A575/6RD

2. A47/ 77

4. AXLH08RD

5. AXLD08RD

1-2.

3.

4-5.

Classic

Open

Axyl

These versatile, simple and
elegant tables perform
their job incredibly
well. That said their
simplicity should not be
misinterpreted as they
are constructed with
meticulous attention
to detail, stability and
quality.

Complementing the Open
seating range, the Open
collection of occasional
tables has a striking
polished Aluminium base
with a choice of top
shapes. Available in three
different heights, they are
perfectly suited to meeting,
dining and breakout
areas in a multitude of
environments.

Axyl tables follow the
same design typology
and constructional values
as the rest of the Axyl
collection, featuring the
distinct frame. A table for
every occasion. Axyl Café &
bistro tables are perfect for
smaller gatherings while
the dining tables suit larger
groups and more formal
settings.

3. A646/77SS
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Dining & High Tables
—

2. PAC90RD

1. TRT1608RC

4. AXLR1609

3. CRQCT03

1.

2.

3.

4.

Turo

Pache

Cirque

Axyl

The bezels of vintage dive watches
inspired Turo’s slim fluted leg
profile, which in turn have been
crafted with the same precision.
The icosagon shaping of the leg
adds a subtle focal point without
disrupting the simplicity of its
silhouette. Available as square,
rectangular and round tables in
varying sizes.

Pache is a beautiful family of café
tables. Round, square and soft
chamfered rectangular shaped
tables are available in a variety of
finish options.

Cirque tables feature turned out
solid ash legs mounted into a Steel
sub frame. Available in a variety of
top shapes and sizes with a host of
top finishes, Cirque tables provide
a superbly elegant solution.

Axyl tables follow the same design
typology and constructional values
as the rest of the Axyl collection,
featuring the distinct frame.

The tables’ elliptical solid Ash legs
can be left clear, stained or colour
washed, complemented by a range
of accent colours.

A table for every occasion. Axyl
Café & bistro tables are perfect for
smaller gatherings while the dining
tables suit larger groups and more
formal settings.
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Work Tables
—

2. HLT2

1. FMGBT1212

3. SLHP1809

1.

2.

3.

Famiglia

Host

Silta

Famiglia’s work tables, designed
for ad-hoc meetings and touch
down spaces, are available in two
heights, featuring a soft square top
in various sizes. The tables’ cast
metal base features an innovative
tech knit sock which also acts as
cable management when used with
an integrated power module.

Host is a standalone table for
use as a laptop support or work
surface and is proportioned
accordingly, with a weighted
stable base and elegant column.
A convenient hand grip to the
underside of the edge together
with slides under the base plate
allows the user to easily glide the
table closer.

Silta is a high table with the
provision of power and structural
integrity to support a variety
of work, meeting and dining
functions. The design fuses
materials seamlessly to create a
product of stature and presence.
It creates a location to gather; to
work, to dine, to discuss and also
the option to charge the plethora
of mobile devices we have all come
to depend upon.
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Occasional & Low Tables
—

Occasional & Low Tables
—
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1. SUN101 / SUN102 / SUN103

3. FMGLT415

2. ORAT1091

3. SLT01G

1-2. A645/75RD / A645/1075

4. A638/ 88SS

4. A823/6RD

199

5. CRQCT05

1.

2.

3.

4.

1-2.

3.

4.

5.

Sunda-1

Oran

Famiglia

Lola

Open

Stirling

Conic

Cirque

This range of plectrum
shaped occasional tables
offers a variety of sizes
and heights which can
be clustered to create a
unique shape. These simple
yet elegant tables can be
finished in a range of finely
textured, mineral coloured
powder coated finishes.

Designed to complement
the soft appearance of the
modular sofa system, the
Oran table collection works
well in both workplace and
hospitality environments.
The range includes a
variety of top sizes to
choose from, all carried by
a minimal powder coated
Aluminium frame and cast
Aluminium corner leg.

Famiglia’s occasional
table recognises how
dramatically our office
and hospitality landscapes
have evolved in recent
years. This low level table
is as well suited to a
hospitality environment as
it to a break out zone, or
even interspersed within
the office as occasional
touch down and meeting
points.

Lola is a seductive,
curving and shapely, yet
strong and dependable
collection designed as a
contemporary, visually
lighter alternative to the
linear forms typically used
in corporate environments.
Lola will work equally
well in corporate atria,
executive lounge areas,
airport lounges or informal
meeting areas and
breakout spaces.

Complementing the Open
seating range, the Open
collection of occasional
tables has a striking
polished aluminium base
with a choice of top
shapes. Available in three
different heights, they are
perfectly suited to meeting,
dining and breakout
areas in a multitude of
environments.

Stirling’s presence is
emphasised by the robust
yet elegant floating
leg frame. Designed to
accompany the Stirling
sofa range, this table will
suit a wide range of spaces
including reception, lounge
and breakout areas across
leisure, hotel, retail and
office environments.

PearsonLloyd’s Conic
range of low level coffee
tables have a beautifully
simple polished chrome
wire frame. They work
effortlessly with the Conic
and Open seating ranges,
given that they share a
common design language.

Cirque tables feature
turned out solid Ash legs
mounted into a Steel
sub frame. Available in a
variety of top shapes and
sizes with a host of top
finishes, Cirque tables
provide a superbly elegant
solution.

Workspaces
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Pause
—

1. PSM102

3. PSS042H

1-5.

Pause
Pause is a contemporary modular seating
system which works as individual pieces or in
flexible layouts to create waiting, working or
relaxing environments. The range’s versatility
lends itself to a host of applications across
corporate or hospitality environments.

2. PSM202

4. PSS042L

5. PST075
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Haven
—

1. HA102HR

3. HAB200B

1-3.

Haven
Haven can provide excellent personal privacy,
a haven, within a busy world. A place for either
quiet contemplation or communication and
collaboration amongst an effective team.

2. HA202HR

COMPENDIUM
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Baudot
—

1. BDZ2 / BDZ4 / BDZ7

2. BDZ1

3. BDSR12 / BDSR20

1.

2.

3.

A domed wall mounted shape to improve
acoustics without losing floor space. Available
in a combination of three sizes and 24 colours,
Baudot Zero Wall diffuses noise by both
absorbing and deflecting sound, while adding
visual interest to walls.

The double-sided domed acoustic panel is
the most adaptable and visually striking
product within the Baudot range. With height
adjustability and a dense concrete base with
a small footprint, the Baudot Zero modules
can be reconfigured to adapt to changing
environments and activities.

Baudot Strings provides an attractive
alternative solution to screening whilst
noticeably improving the acoustics within a
space. Constructed from extruded Aluminium
poles surrounded by foam and fabric, Strings
provide an excellent surface to absorb and
diffuse sound waves. With 24 fabric colours
and various heights available, interior
designers can create an arrangement to fit in
any environment.

Baudot Zero Wall

Baudot Zero

Baudot Strings
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Torasen

They have multiple product ranges
within Torasen’s portfolio, each offers its
own individual style that complement
each other
to create By
anBeauty
extensive range
Innovation
Underpinned
of collections to choose from. Whatever
Senator designs and manufactures the best
your project,
your
style
tech-driven
officewhatever
furniture out
there
for and
whateverworkspaces.
your need,
you’ll
findtask
the
innovative
This
includes
solution
within this
portfolio.
seating,
multi-purpose
seating
and table
systems.

The Senator ethos is founded on
understanding the workplace in all its
variations, and how people use and occupy
the space.
To stay ahead of these ever-evolving
dynamics, we combine our own knowledge
with the insights of workplace consultants,
academics and analysts. The results of this
approach can be seen in our solutions all
over the world.

TO EMPOWER
ORGANISATIONS
TO CREATE BRILLIANT
WORKING ENVIRONMENTS
THROUGH SMARTER DESIGN.

COMPENDIUM
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ZEUS
Zeus is a contemporary task
seating range, delivering a fresh
aesthetic with a stylish mesh back
available in a range of colours to
suit modern office environments.

The range

No arms
ZU704 - Synchronised mechanism

Height adjustable arms
ZU704HA - Synchronised mechanism

Fold down arms
ZU704FDA - Synchronised mechanism

No arms with headrest
ZU714 - Synchronised mechanism

Height adjustable arms with headrest
ZU714HA - Synchronised mechanism

Fold down arms with headrest
ZU714FDA - Synchronised mechanism
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METEOR

METEOR MESH

With a contemporary angular
appearance, Meteor is a
stylish new addition to our
seating portfolio, designed
for all day comfort.

Guaranteed to provide a
contemporary feel to any office
environment, Meteor Mesh delivers
the same high performance
as the Meteor range.

Meteor is a hardworking,
versatile task chair delivering
simple functionality with
multiple mechanism and arm
options available.

The addition of a breathable
mesh back, available in a variety
of colour choices, creates a
clean and modern styling that
enables users to stay comfortable
throughout the day and
discourages fatigue.

The range

The range

No arms
M300 - Standard mechanism

Height adjustable arms
M300HA - Standard mechanism

Fold down arms
M300FDA - Standard mechanism

No arms
M500 - Standard mechanism

Height adjustable arms
M500HA - Standard mechanism

Fold down arms
M500FDA - Standard mechanism
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MERCURY

MERCURY MESH

Mercury operator chairs feature
a contoured seat and backrest.
Their comprehensive suite of
functional controls and options
provide comfort and support
during prolonged periods of
seated work.

The addition of a stylish, height
adjustable mesh back to
our successful Mercury family
gives a modern, fresh aesthetic
to the range.

The range

The range

Mercury Mesh is available as a
task chair and cantilever visitor
chair, both with a choice of arms,
mechanisms and frame finishes.

No arms
Medium back
M20 - Standard mechanism

No arms
High back
M60 - Standard mechanism

Fixed arms
Medium back
M20A - Standard mechanism

Height adjustable arms
Medium back
M20HA - Standard mechanism

Height adjustable arms
High back
M60HA - Standard mechanism

Draughtsman chair
Medium back
M20D - Standard mechanism

Fixed arms
High back
M60A - Standard mechanism

No arms
M100 - Standard mechanism

Fixed arms
M100A - Standard mechanism

Visitors Chair
M100V - No Arms

Visitors Chair
M100VA - Fixed Arms

Height adjustable arms
M100HA - Standard mechanism
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MERCURY XL

OPUS XTRA

Mercury XL task chairs are
built with contoured seats
and backrests to provide high
levels of comfort and support
during prolonged seated periods.
Mercury XL is easy to adjust
and includes a one touch back
height adjustment and options
including backrest heights,
tilt actions and arm options.

Opus Xtra task chair range offers
contoured seat and back cushions
to provide excellent ergonomic
comfort. Opus Xtra features seat
depth adjustment and adjustable
lumbar support, synchronised
tilt action with a multi-position
back lock, and the option
of fully adjustable fold down arms
that allows easy access to the
workstation.

The range

The range

No arms
High back, larger seat width
M60XL - Standard mechanism

Fixed arms
High back, larger seat width
M60XLA - Standard mechanism

Height adjustable arms
High back, larger seat width
M60XLHA - Standard mechanism

No arms
High back, larger seat width
OX81 - Synchronised mechanism

Height adjustable arms
High back, larger seat width
OX81HA - Synchronised mechanism

Fold down arms
High back, larger seat width
OX81FDA - Synchronised mechanism
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PLUTO

PLUTO PLUS

Pluto offers a clean linear aesthetic
and user friendly adjustments to
provide the optimum blend of style
and functionality required for the
office environment.

Pluto Plus is designed to deal with
demanding work environments.
A fully synchronised mechanism
allows the seat to be frequently
and easily reconfigured without
compromising comfort.

The fully upholstered task seating
range provides a host of options
to choose from including a choice
of back height, two arm options
and a seat slide to ensure a
comfortable sit throughout the
working day.

Available with tilt action and arm
options, Pluto Plus can be tailored
to meet your exact requirements.

The range

The range

No arms
Medium back
PT30 - Standard mechanism

No arms
High back
PT70 - Standard mechanism

Fixed arms
Medium back
PT30A - Standard mechanism

Height adjustable arms
Medium back
PT30HA - Standard mechanism

Height adjustable arms
High back
PT70HA - Standard mechanism

Draughtsman chair
Medium back
PT30D - Standard mechanism

Fixed arms
High back
PT70A - Standard mechanism

No arms
High back
PP80 - Synchronised mechanism

Height adjustable arms
High back
PP80HA - Synchronised mechanism

Fold down arms
High back
PP80FDA - Synchronised mechanism
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SOMETHING
FOR EVERY BODY.

90Series

100Series

100Series

200Series

300Series

Headrest

Fold Down Arms

Inflatable Lumbar & Thorax

Seat Slide

AirTech Seat Board

The addition of an adjustable
headrest supports the user in reclined
positions, relieving stress within the
neck muscles.

Fully adjustable fold down arms allow
easy access to the workstation.

By using the pneumatic pump the
lumbar or thorax can be inflated or
deflated as required.

A sliding seat adapts to different thigh
lengths, allowing the user to optimise
their own comfort and support.

A push of the button allows air to
flow through the two way valve; this
enables the seat to move as you move
and moulds to your natural shape.
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ORTHOPAEDICA

ORTHOPAEDICA

The 90Series is the original
model of Orthopaedica, built with
a contoured seat and backrest;
it provides high levels of support
during prolonged sitting periods.
Orthopaedica can be further
enhanced with the addition of
optional features including: seat
depth adjustment, inflatable
lumbar and thoracic supports and
a choice of arm options.

The Orthopaedica 100Series
offers a wider back for
a more encompassing sit.
The upholstered outer back
creates a softer aesthetic and
can be specified in two-tone
fabric to create a unique look.

The range

The range

90Series

No arms
OC97 - Independent mechanism

Height adjustable arms
OC97HA - Independent mechanism

100Series

Fold down arms
OC97FDA - Independent mechanism

No arms
OC107 - Independent mechanism

Height adjustable arms
OC107HA - Independent mechanism

Fold down arms
OC107FDA - Independent mechanism

No arms
OC117 - Independent mechanism

Height adjustable arms
OC117HA - Independent mechanism

Fold down arms
OC117FDA - Independent mechanism
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ORTHOPAEDICA

200Series

300Series

Every individual is unique in their
proportions, which is why we
developed a range of back heights
within the Orthopaedica range.
The mid back variation
is built with a laminated core; the
200Series is available with an
upholstered outer and inner back.

The expansion of the Orthopaedica
range has led to the creation of
the ultra high back, to offer the
ultimate in support and comfort.
Developed with a laminated core
structure for additional strength,
the 300Series features a fully
upholstered back.

The range

The range

No arms
OC207 - Independent mechanism

Height adjustable arms
OC207HA - Independent mechanism

Fold down arms
OC207FDA - Independent mechanism

No arms
OC307 - Independent mechanism

Height adjustable arms
OC307HA - Independent mechanism

Fold down arms
OC307FDA - Independent mechanism
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MINDY
Mindy is a range of simple and
functional multi-purpose seating.
Minimal in design the collection
shares an identical shell structure
with the option of an upholstered
seat pad.
Mindy can be tailored to almost
any space thanks to the variety of
base and finish options available.

The range

Side chair
4 Leg frame
MY10 - Non-upholstered Plastic

Side chair
5 Star base
MY50 - Non-upholstered Plastic

Side chair
Wire frame
MY20 - Non-upholstered Plastic

Side chair
4 Star base
MY30 Non-upholstered Plastic

Side chair
Pyramid base
MY40 - Non-upholstered Plastic

Multi-purpose
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KYOS

KYOS MESH

Kyos epitomises the concept
that good design does not mean
a high cost. With a breathable
back and different frame options
Kyos is a universal multi-purpose
seating range.

Kyos Mesh is a refreshing
new addition to the Kyos range.
Developed with a collection
of breathable mesh back colour
options to choose from, two
frame options and, available
with or without arms.

Kyos chairs can be stacked up
to four high and a trolley can be
provided for easy transportation,
an optional writing tablet and
linking device makes Kyos suitable
for educational requirements,
conference and meeting rooms.

Kyos Mesh is a versatile chair
that can be customised to suit
a variety of environments
including educational, meeting
and hospitality areas.

The range

The range

4 Leg frame
No arms
KS2 - Plastic back, upholstered seat

4 Leg frame
With arms
KS2A - Plastic back, upholstered seat

Cantilever
No arms
KS5 - Plastic back, upholstered seat

Cantilever
With arms
KS5A - Plastic back, upholstered seat

4 Leg frame
No arms
KS3 - Fully upholstered

4 Leg frame
With arms
KS3A - Fully upholstered

Cantilever
No arms
KS6 - Fully upholstered

Cantilever
With arms
KS6A - Fully upholstered

4 Leg frame
No arms
KM8 - Upholstered seat

4 Leg frame
With arms
KM8A - Upholstered seat

Cantilever frame
No arms
KM10 - Upholstered seat
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Cantilever frame
With arms
KM10A - Upholstered seat
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PILA

PILA BEAM

Upholstered

Pila is a versatile range of
multi-purpose seating with strong
design features, comprising
both lightweight practicality
and functional simplicity that
will fit with confidence into any
environment.

Pila Beam is a versatile seating
system with strong design
features, comprising of functional
simplicity that will fit with
confidence into any corporate or
public waiting areas, healthcare
or learning environments.

The writing tablet and linking
options make Pila entirely suitable
for learning requirements,
conference and meeting rooms.
Pila can be stacked up to 4 high
meaning easy transportation
and storage.

Pila Beam is built with a four leg
frame and can be customised
in a range seating configurations
with or without arms and
an option of floor fixing legs.

The range

The range

4 Leg frame
No arms
PL1 - Plastic back & seat

4 Leg frame
With arms
PL1A - Plastic back & seat

4 Leg frame
No arms
PL2 - Plastic back & upholstered seat

4 Leg frame
With arms
PL2A - Plastic back & upholstered seat

2 Unit seat
PLU-SS - No arms
PLU-ASSA - With arms

4 Leg frame
No arms
PL3 - Wood back & seat

4 Leg frame
With arms
PL3A - Wood back & seat

4 Leg frame
No arms
PL4 - Wood back & upholstered seat

4 Leg frame
With arms
PL4A - Wood back & upholstered seat

4 Unit seat
PLU-SSSS - 4 unit seat
PLU-ASSSSA - With arms

3 Unit seat
PLU-SSS - No arms
PLU-ASSSA - With arms
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COOPER
Cooper is the latest addition
to the Torasen multi-purpose
seating portfolio. With more
time being spent away from the
traditional desk, the demand for
light work seating has increased.
Cooper provides diversity, without
compromising cost, performance
or build. It is designed with
contoured upholstery and curved
lines for added comfort.

The range

Light work chair
CP50 - No arms

Light work chair
CP50A - With arms
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HERBIE

HERBIE

Herbie is a perfect style
statement for reception, working
environment or breakout area.

Herbie is a perfect style
statement for reception, working
environment or breakout area.

Herbie is available with a choice of
frames. The sculptured seat and
back offers support and comfort.

Herbie is available with a choice of
frames. The sculptured seat and
back offers support and comfort.

The range

The range

Lounge chair
HRB10 - Wire frame

Lounge chair
HRB20 - Solid Ash 4 leg frame

Lounge chair
HRB30 - 4 Star base

Lounge chair
HRB40 - Pyramid base

2 Seat sofa
HRB60 - Wire frame

2 Seat sofa
HRB70 - 4 Leg solid Ash frame

Low stool
HRB80 - 4 Star base

Low stool
HRB90 - Pyramid base
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CLARA
Clara is a stylish mid lounge chair
designed to provide comfort and
style for contemporary cafe,
corporate and breakout areas.
Clara offers a choice of frame to
suit any environment.

The range

Side chair
CLR10 - 4 Leg frame

Side chair
CLR20 - 4 Leg frame on castors

Side chair
CLR50 - 5 Star base

Side chair
CLR60 - Solid Beech 4 leg frame

Side chair
CLR30 - 4 Star base

Side chair
CLR40 - Pyramid base

Collections
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COMPENDIUM

ELEGANCE

WORKING TOGETHER
The workplace is evolving in the way
people work and the technology
that we work with. Elegance bridges
the gaps with the demands of the
workplace creating a space within
a space.

The Elegance booth creates a
unique and comfortable place for
people to work, collaborate and
breakaway from the formal desk
space.
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Easily installed in to any
environment, the high back
structure creates an acoustic
barrier that can help eliminate
distractions from the surrounding
areas, for an uninterrupted work
space.

The simple crisp styling of the
high back Elegance sofa group
has been developed to respond to
the growing demand for this type
of seating in the workplace.

The range

The scalloped cable access at
the back of the integrated work
surfaces allows integral routing for
cables to optional power outlets
positioned below.

The integrated work surface
provides a convenient place to
touchdown and work, constructed
of 25mm MFC the table top can be
specified in a choice of 5 finishes.

To discreetly connect cables from
the surface down to the floor with
causing visual distraction the booths
intermediate panel features a fabric
cable management pocket.

Single seat
ELG01

Double seat
ELG02

Two seat booth
ELG12

Four seat booth
ELG14

Three seat
ELG03
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COMPENDIUM

FOCUS BOOTH
The open office has delivered
many benefits; however there
is a need for privacy within
the workplace environment.
Focus Booths provide a defined
space for individual focused
work and spaces for team
collaboration.
The space efficient geometric
design also enhances the acoustic
performance of the product.

The range

One person booth
FCB01

Two person booth
FCB02

Light work chair
CP50 - No arms

Light work chair
CP50A - With arms

Three person booth
FCB03
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FREEWAY
In-line and bench

1 person desk - Standalone
MFC Desk
Cable Basket
Cable Spine

FBCS16-1
FBBA16
FBCCM

2 person bench - Back to back
Fabric Screens
Monitor Arm
Pedestal

FBFU16
MON1
CONMP

Fabric Screens
Monitor Arm
Pedestal

FBFU16
MON1
CONMP

2 person desk - In-line
MFC Desk
Cable Basket
Cable Spine

FBCS16-2
FBBA16
FBCCM

FBCS16-3
FBBA16
FBCCM

FBCD16-2
FBDBA16
FBCCM

Fabric Screens
Monitor Arm
Pedestal

FBFU16
MON1
CONMP

4 person bench - Back to back

3 person desk - In-line
MFC Desk
Cable Basket
Cable Spine

MFC Desk
Cable Basket
Cable Spine

MFC Desk
Cable Basket
Cable Spine

FBCD16-4
FBDBA16
FBCCM

Fabric Screens
Monitor Arm
Pedestal

FBFU16
MON1
CONMP

Fabric Screens
Monitor Arm
Pedestal

FBFU16
MON1
CONMP

6 person bench - Back to back
Fabric Screens
Monitor Arm
Pedestal

FBFU16
MON1
CONMP

MFC Desk
Cable Basket
Cable Spine

FBCD16-6
FBDBA16
FBCCM
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Desking & Tables
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FREEWAY

Electric Height adjustable in-line and bench

1 person desk - Standalone
MFC Desk
Cable Tray
Cable Riser

FBAE1608
FBACT16
FBAVCM

2 person bench - Back to back
Fabric Screens
Monitor Arm
Pedestal

FBUS0416
MON1
CONMP

MFC Desk
Cable Tray
Cable Riser

Fabric Screens
Monitor Arm
Pedestal

FBUS0416
MON1
CONMP

MFC Desk
Cable Tray
Cable Riser
Inline desk divider

2 person desk - In-line
MFC Desk
Cable Tray
Cable Riser
Inline desk divider

FBAE1608
FBACT16
FBAVCM
FBAEDLINK

FBAE1608
FBACT16
FBAVCM
FBAEDLINK

Fabric Screens
Monitor Arm
Pedestal

FBUSHA0616
MON1
CONMP

4 person bench - Back to back

3 person desk - In-line
MFC Desk
Cable Tray
Cable Riser
Inline desk divider

FBAEB1616
FBACT16
FBABVCM

FBAEB1616
FBACT16
FBABVCM
FBAEBLINK

Fabric Screens
Monitor Arm
Pedestal

FBUSHA0616
MON1
CONMP

6 person bench - Back to back
Fabric Screens
Monitor Arm
Pedestal

FBUS0416
MON1
CONMP

MFC Desk
Cable Tray
Cable Riser
Inline desk divider

FBAEB1616
FBACT16
FBABVCM
FBAEBLINK

Fabric Screens
Monitor Arm
Pedestal

FBUSHA0616
MON1
CONMP
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FREEWAY
Tables

800 depth table
FB1208MT

1200mm W

FB1408MT

1400mm W

FB1608MT

1600mm W

FB1808MT

1800mm W

1650 depth table
FB1216MT

1200mm W

FB1416MT

1400mm W

FB1616MT

1600mm W

FB1816MT

1800mm W

1650 depth table
FB2416MT

2400mm W

FB2816MT

2800mm W

FB3216MT

3200mm W

FB3616MT

3600mm W
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Desking & Tables
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ASPEN

Rectangular Desk - Cantilever
MFC Desk
Fabric Screens

AS16
S160

Rectangular Desk - Panel end
Monitor Arm
Pedestal

MON1
CONMP

Single Wave Desk - Cantilever
MFC Desk
Fabric Screens

ASSW16
S160

ASRS16
S160

ASP16
S160

Monitor Arm
Pedestal

MON1
CONMP

Monitor Arm
Pedestal

MON1
CONMP

Monitor Arm
Pedestal

MON1
CONMP

Single Wave Desk - Panel end
Monitor Arm
Pedestal

MON1
CONMP

Monitor Arm
Pedestal

MON1
CONMP

Radial Desk - Cantilever
MFC Desk
Fabric Screens

MFC Desk
Fabric Screens

MFC Desk
Fabric Screens

ASPW16
S160

Radial Desk - Panel end
MFC Desk
Fabric Screens

ASPRS16
S160
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Storage
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OPEN STORAGE

Bookcase
ASBC8 - 1 Shelf supplied

Bookcase
ASSU16 - 3 Shelves supplied

Bookcase
ASSU20 - 4 Shelves supplied

Double door cupboard
ASDR7 - No shelf supplied

Double door cupboard
ASDR16 - 1 Shelf supplied

Double door cupboard
ASDR20 - 1 Shelf supplied

Side opening tambour
ASST7 - No shelf supplied

Side opening tambour
ASST16 - 1 Shelf supplied

Side opening tambour
ASST20 - 1 Shelf supplied
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PEDESTALS

Mobile pedestal
CONMP - 430W x 575D x 631H

Mobile pedestal
ASMP2 - 430W x 575D x 565H

Desk high pedestal
CONDH6 - 430W x 600D x 730H

Desk high pedestal
CONDH8 - 430W x 800D x 730H

Tall steel mobile
METMP - 391W x 565D x 305H

Narrow steel mobile
METNP -310W x 565D x 563H

Mobile pedestal
ASMP3 - 430W x 575D x 565H
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Storage
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UNIVERSAL UNITS

Open corner unit
CS6 - 600W x 600D x 730H

Tambour corner unit
CST8 - 800W x 800D x 730H

Filing cabinet
2DFC - 474W x 600D x 730H

Filing cabinet
4DFC - 474W x 600D x 1365H

Side filer
SF10 - 1000W x 500D x 730H

Pedestal storage top
PCT8 - 430W x 800D x 425H

*Does not include pedestal.
To be used with CONDH8 or DH8 only.

Desk high pedestal
CONDH8 - 430W x 800D x 730H

GREAT

DESIGN
LASTS FOREVER

The Senator Group is a design-led business.
We believe in design that improves the lives of our customers.
Design with a purpose.

GLOBAL HQ
Altham Business Park
Accrington
Lancashire
BB5 5YE
T 01282 725000
BIRMINGHAM SHOWROOM
Sovereign Hall
14-15 Frederick St
Birmingham
B1 3HE
LONDON SHOWROOM
– SENATOR
25 Charterhouse Square
London
EC1M 6AE
LONDON SHOWROOM
– ALLERMUIR
Fox and Knot Street
London
EC1M 6HP

thesenatorgroup.com

